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Abstract
The goal of this report is to investigate firewalls from both the software and the hardware 
architecture on their security, functionality, effectives and how the configuration works.

The test will consist of scans from Nessus and Nmap which both scans for information 
and vulnerabilities on the target device. The scans will be performed by first make a basic 
configuration of the firewall to test its base security. In the second scan will the devices 
be security configured and rescanned to give an overview on how secure they have 
become. 

The target software firewalls used in this test consists of a Debian 4.0, Mikrotik and a 
Windows 2003 server. The Debian and Windows distributions are both a full OS and 
have firewall capabilities while Mikrotik is a Linux distribution optimized to work as a 
firewall. A Cisco 2801 router will also be tested as it is a hardware device optimized for 
packet handling and have firewall capabilities, and as a router it's likely to already be in a 
company's network. Finally a Cisco ASA 5510 hardware firewall will be tested to show 
how a device designed as a firewall will compare to the other devices.

The result shows that a Device like the ASA 5510 is clearly superior to any of the other 
devices in its performance, however the cost efficiency might be in question. The use of a 
software firewall might be more cost efficient, but might also be more vulnerable as other 
applications can be run at the OS. 
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En jämförande studie inom brandväggars prestation, 
säkerhet och konfiguration

Carl Niklasson
Christian Lindström

Sammanfattning 
Syftet med denna rapport är att undersöka brandväggar av både mjukvaru och hårdvaru 
arkitekturen på deras säkerhet, funktionalitet, effektivitet samt hur enkla de är att 
konfigurera.

Testerna kommer att bestå av avsökningar från Nessus och Nmap som båda letar efter 
information och svagheter på enheterna. Avsökningarna görs först på en 
grundkonfigurerad enhet för att ge ett basvärde på hur säkerheten verkar. I den andra 
avsökningen så kontrolleras enheten när det har blivit säkerhetskonfigurerad för att ge en 
överblick hur säker den kan bli.

Mjukvarubrandväggarna som användes består av en Debian 4.0, Mikrotik samt en 
Windows 2003 Server. Debian och Windows 2003 distributionerna är båda hela 
operativsystem med brandväggs funktionalitet medan Mikrotik är en Linux distribution 
optimerad att fungera endast som brandvägg. En Cisco 2801 används också eftersom den 
är ett mellanting mellan en mjukvaru och en hårdvaru brandvägg. Detta är en router som 
har brandväggs funktionalitet, och en liknande enhet kan troligen redan finnas i ett 
företagsnätverk. Den sista enheten som testas är en Cisco ASA 5510, som är en 
hårdvarubrandvägg byggd som just brandvägg, och kan då jämföras mot de andra 
distributionerna. 

I resultatet kan man se att en enhet som en ASA 5510 är klart överlägsen i hanteringen av 
paket jämfört med de andra systemen, dock kan man ifrågasätta kostnadseffektiviteten. 
De andra systemen kan man då säga är kostnadseffektiva, men de kan ha fler säkerhetshål 
då ett helt operativsystem ligger i bakgrunden och kan tillåta andra applikationer att 
köras.
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Access-list (ACL) – Defined filtering rules used by firewalls
DNS – Domain name server
FTP – File transfer protocol
GUI – Graphical user interface
HTTP – Hyper text transfer protocol
ICMP – Internet control message system
IDS – Intrusion detection system
Iperf – Traffic generator
IPS – Intrusion prevention system
MAC-address Media access control address
NAT – Network address translation
Nessus – Port scanner
NIC – Network interface card
Nmap – Port scanner
PAT – Port address translation
Poison Ivy – A trojan horse
SNMP – Simple network management protocol
SSH – Secure shell
Sub interface – An interface divided into several interfaces with several addresses
TCP – Transfer control protocol
Trojan horse – A piece of software that performs an action but appears to do something 
else
UDP – User datagram protocol
Vlan – Virtual LAN
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 1 Introduction
Internet has grown a lot over the past few years and is now used by the general public. 
This means that there are a lot of people who use the Internet for a lot of different 
purposes.  Not all of them have good intentions, some may even be illicit, causing 
companies or a private person a lot of headache with attacks like when a web server is 
compromised and a new web page suddenly appears with doubtful contents. An attacker 
might attempt to access an internal mail server to relay spam to innocent users which may 
result in that the attacked network might be blacklisted because of spam.

A firewall is designed to help protect the network by only allowing access to computers 
or services that are intended to be accessed from the outside. But how do you select a 
firewall and how secure are they? Computers can be an option to existing commercial 
hardware firewalls by fitting them with a software firewall and several NIC's they can act 
as a firewall but how good are they?

In this report various distributions are tested and compared these to a commercial firewall 
looking for differences in security, performance and configuration. 

 1.1 Goals
Compare five different firewalls in terms of performance, security and configuration.

Sub-goals:

 Inspect security with basic configuration.

 Inspect security with security configuration.

 Investigate configuration possibility's and security functions.

 Measure throughput and CPU load.

 1.2 Delimitations
In this report we will only use Nmap and Nessus to scan for information and 
vulnerabilities. Other security threats will not be included in the consideration.

No other hardware firewall then Cisco ASA 5510 will be considered as this is the only 
brand available to us.

The reliability factor will not be included in this project, nor will legal repercussions if a 
firewall fail.
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 1.3 Prerequisite
To be able to perform the necessary tests to achieve our goals we need:

● A location to perform our tests in.

● Hardware to install firewall software.

● Access to the Cisco hardware firewalls.

● Cables and NIC's to build our own isolated network.

● Two hosts to be able to test the connectivity between the inside and the outside of 
the firewall.

 1.4 Disposition
This report aims to give some brief background information about firewall evolution, 
displaying how the firewalls operate today. The technical background will also provide 
an understanding of how the different firewall generations work and what is specific 
about each generation. 

The method demonstrates how and for what purpose the tests are performed. Information 
about the configuration used and why these have been designed is also discussed. 

The results of each device are displayed together with interesting pieces of information 
found. This is complemented by a comparison on the throughput and CPU usage. A 
discussion then clarifies the outcome of the results.

At the end of the report a conclusion of our findings is also presented.
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 2 Background
When the first networks started to be attacked in the late 80's and early 90's network 
administrators understood the need to restrict and secure the network access. This lead to 
the development of the first firewalls which were used to separate the network on the 
transport and network layer [1,2]. 

As the networks expanded the need for more complex rules and features to control the 
devices were needed [1]. An increased threat from the “outside” also lead to the 
development of new generations of firewalls. Today this threat still drives the 
development forward [3]. Initially, mostly companies and organisations needed firewall 
protection, this now applies for private persons as well.

Not only has the threats increased, the firewalls must also be able to handle a lot more of 
throughput than in the early beginning. This means that the CPU, memory and the other 
hardware have to be optimized and able to handle the amount of data without slowing 
down the traffic too much.

A firewall counts as the first line of defence of a network [3]. However, a miss 
configured firewall is useless. Therefore, configuration abilities and complexity are very 
important aspects to be taken into major consideration before an implementation of the 
firewall can be done.

 2.1 Technical Background
A firewall is often a gateway between two or more networks and filter packets based on a 
number of specified rules. However, the firewall development has lead to various 
solutions [1,3].

 2.1.1 Firewall Generations
The first generation of firewalls worked with a basic packet filtering technique [1,2,3]. 
The incoming packet's header was scanned and matched against a set of rules known as 
an access-list. In the packets header a couple of fields could be matched such as the 
packets destination, source, protocol or ports. The rules can also filter depending on the 
interface the packet was received on or destined for. If a packet could not be matched to 
any rule the packet could be dropped or forwarded depending of default rule [1,3,4].

This basic filtering technique is still the foundation for most of the modern firewalls as it 
will make a rough filtering of the incoming packets [1,2].  However when a port is 
opened the port will be open in both directions and might provide a security hole.

The second generation or so-called circuit level firewall, utilizes the fact that a packet 
can be a connection attempt or a packet belongs to an existing connection [1,3,4]. The 
packet filtering from the first generation is still the first “wall” but if it passes this wall a 
virtual connection will be built up. This connection ensures that each incoming packet is 
from the same host and destined to the right destination and that the source have 
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permission [3]. 

When the connection is closed the virtual connection is also removed from the firewalls 
memory. This allows for a connection to be opened from the inside to an external host, 
and for that external host to respond to the port which is closed for other hosts unless they 
have a virtual connection with the inside [3]. 

In the third generation the firewall filtering moved from the network and transport layer 
to the application layer, which enables the firewall to inspect the real data stored in the 
packets [1,3]. This gives a powerful tool to limit specific commands or data from a 
protocol. An example could be to prevent the “store” command in the FTP protocol [3,4]. 
By denying this command, uploads are prohibited from the matching addresses. The 
HTTP protocol can also be filtered in order to prevent traffic like Java applications from 
being executed. This technique still has some flaws such as not being able to inspect 
encrypted data, nor supporting all protocols [3].  

The fourth-generation of firewalls is also called “dynamic packet filtering” firewalls [3]. 
In this generation can rules be created on the fly. This generation can also provide limited 
support for the UDP protocol by creating a virtual-connection while the data is passed-
trough which is ended if no more data is coming [3].

 2.1.2 Other security techniques
As a complement to the firewall an IDS/IPS short for “Intrusion Detection/Prevention 
System” can be used, which captures the traffic and analyses the contents in search of 
suspicious patterns [5,6]. The IDS analyses already forwarded packets. If any suspicious 
pattern is found, the IDS can log the packet or tell the firewall to block that port/session 
[5,6].

Further types of defence against attacks that have been developed are NAT (Network 
Address Translation) and PAT (Port Address Translation). These techniques translate one 
address into another and can thereby hide an internal network. PAT goes even further 
then NAT and can hide several internal addresses by assigning a specific port to an inside 
address and then forward traffic to that internal host. This secures the internal addresses 
by only allowing one port to be accessed and not the whole host [7].
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 3 Method
All firewalls were exposed with identical tests to find out the differences between each 
firewall. Each set of tests was performed twice on each firewall, first with the firewall 
only basic configured with connectivity between the inside and outside. This shows how 
safe a not properly security configured is, as well as the differences between a basic 
configured firewall and a security configured firewall. To simulate some sort of reality, a 
web server was running on the inside with the latest Apache2 [8] installed and in the 
security configuration port 80 was opened in the firewall. A traffic generator was used to 
simulate traffic going through the firewall from the inside to the outside. This was done 
with the program Iperf [9] and a 30Mbps UDP stream was running during the testing.

Nmap [10] and Nessus [11] were used to control the safety of the firewall. Nmap is a port 
scanner that e.g. can detect the operating system running on the target machine. Nmap 
can also detect what application is running on the open ports. With this information a 
potential hacker can find out known weaknesses in that particular operating system or 
application [13,14]. Nessus is also a port scanner but with some other options. It performs 
scans as well as identifies what applications and known security holes there are for that 
application specific version. Nessus uses plug-ins to find security holes and all available 
plug-ins and scanners were used during the tests. 

NAT was used in the firewalls when the firewalls were configured to be safe. NAT adds 
some security since machines on the outside cannot connect directly to machines on the 
inside without address translation. Since NAT requires configuration, it was only used in 
the part of the test when the firewalls are configured for security. 

When the test phase shifted from basic configured firewall to security configured firewall 
additional configuration options were investigated. How does the configuration of the 
interfaces work? Is it possible to configure vlan and sub interface on the interface? Since 
the firewall have to be configured in some way, the ability to access the firewall was 
investigated as well e.g. web, Telnet and SSH. To find out if someone has been trying to 
perform an attack against the network, an intrusion detection system or similar should be 
configured if available. Access-lists can be utilized to control what traffic is allowed in 
and out of the firewalls, and how these lists can be configured was investigated as well.

During all tests a form of trojan horse also called a rat was installed on the inside of the 
network to see of any of the firewalls would detect and block the traffic from the trojan 
horse. Poison Ivy [12] was used as the trojan horse, Poison Ivy gives the attacker almost 
full control over the victim machine (if the victim machine uses Windows as operating 
system) and can inflict great damage on the attacked machine.

To control the performance of the firewalls a series of tests using Iperf were run on the 
firewalls twice, one for each configuration to see how much throughput there was 
between the two machines and how much CPU was used during that time. This was done 
to see how effective the firewall is for forwarding traffic. The traffic tests was run 
between the inside Windows machine and the outside Linux machine.
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 3.1 Testing setup
The testing set-up consisted of three machines. One machine acted as the inside of the 
network. This machine was a laptop with Windows Vista Ultimate as operating system. 
The inside machine was fitted with an Apache2 web server, the traffic generator Iperf and 
a trojan horse or rat called Poison Ivy. The firewall slot in figure 1 is the current firewall 
being tested. The outside machine was also a laptop running Linux Ubuntu 7.10 as 
operating system. The outside machine acted as the attacker and was fitted with Nmap 
and Nessus port scanners, Iperf traffic generator for throughput tests and a virtual 
Windows XP machine. The virtual Windows XP machine was used to control the trojan 
horse on the inside machine since it only works on Windows and has Iperf for traffic 
generation. The performance test was run between the inside machine and the outside 
machine with the virtual Windows XP machine deactivated. The traffic stream during the 
tests that simulate reality traffic was run between the inside machine and the virtual 
Windows XP machine. 

Figure1

 3.2 Description of the firewalls tested
In this project we choose 5 firewalls to test. The first three was software based and all had 
its own specific feature. The first one was Iptables running on a Debian 4.0 Linux 
distribution. This as the Debian distribution is known for its stability and is often used in 
a server environment. 

The other distribution is a modified Linux distribution called Mikrotik. This distribution 
has been striped from the unnecessary functions and has been optimized to act as a 
firewall. Mikrotik was chosen to see how an optimized software firewall could compare 
to the other software distributions. 

The last of the software based firewalls is the “Windows 2003 server” operating system. 
As the name indicates, this operating system is mainly built for acting as a server but it 
has a built-in firewall which we used in this project. This was chosen to compare a 
Windows based OS against Linux and see if there are any differences.

To provide a fair comparison all firewalls where installed on the same computer. This 
was not a modern computer but an old Dell that was left to die in the reserve parts 
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storage. There are three reasons why such an old computer was used, one, its easier to 
spot differences in performance between the firewalls. Second, this was the best 
computer available for the project and finally it is a likely computer to be chosen for a 
task like a firewall, as there is not much use for it elsewhere and might be thrown away. 
The hardware details for this computer can be seen in table 1.

Type Specification

Cpu 1000 Mhz

Random Access Memory 256 Mbyte

Networking 2xNIC

Network speed 100 Mbps
Table 1 – Computer hardware specification

The next type of firewall was an “Integrated Firewall” run on the Cisco 2801 router. A 
router is another likely device to be configured to act like a firewall. This was one of the 
reasons to include it in our tests. Another reason for this specific model was that it is 
available to us. Specifications of the router can be found in table 2.

Type Specification

Cpu Unknown

Random Access Memory 128 Mbyte

Networking 2xFastEthernet

Network speed 100 Mbps
Table 2 – 2801 Router hardware specification

The last device to be tested is a hardware firewall from Cisco called ASA 5510. This is a 
device created for the specific purpose to act firewall. This was selected to give a picture 
of how the difference between the optimized hardware and a software base differs. 
Specifications of the ASA5510 can be found in table 3.

Type Specification

Cpu 1600 Mhz

Random Access Memory 256 Mbyte

Networking 3xFastEthernet (5 with 
Security Plus licence)

Network speed 100 Mbps
Table 3 – Asa 5510 hardware specification
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 3.3 Configuration Specifications
The firewalls were tested with high reliability by using two types of configurations. The 
first configuration simulated a non configured or very basic configured firewall, which 
might be found in environments with relatively low knowledge of configuration and 
security.

The second configuration provided more security with configuring rules giving 
information about what they actually protect against. However some basic rules of 
connectivity must still be fulfilled. This will hopefully provide information about the 
security available in a more competent environment.

Basic configuration
● Only default settings

● The inside host must be able to reach the outside host

● No extra security features like IDS should be enabled

As summarized above the basic configuration should use all its default values for packet 
filtering. If necessary, some alterations in order to achieve connectivity between the 
internal and the external network it is acceptable. However, no extra security features 
should be utilized in this configuration. 

Security configuration
● Customize the firewall rules to provide more security if possible

● NAT/PAT should be enabled

● The firewall must be able to communicate with the outside network

● The inner web server must be reachable from the outside, using port forward

The main idea of the security configuration is that it should create a secure inside 
network while communication with the outside is still possible. The inside host should be 
able to connect to anything on the outside, whereas outside should not be able to connect 
to the inside, with the exception of the internal web server running on port 80. 

The same applies for the firewall, it should be able to update or ask questions to an 
external source, but should not be reached from the outside without initiating the 
connection. If possible, NAT or PAT should be activated as to hide the internal network. 
Additional security features found on the device like IDS should also be activated and 
configured. 

8
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 4 Results
The results are presented for each device under its own heading. Furthermore are the 
results divided into four categories, and each category is presented.

The performance category explains how well the device performed in the throughput tests 
and what load it put on the CPU. How we found the CPU values and selected the values 
is explained as well.

The access category explains what possibilities there are to access the machine and 
configure it. Only access that results in an interface to configure the firewall itself are 
listed and not system only access.

In the security category are the scans form Nmap and Nessus presented. These are 
furthermore divided up in two sections, one for the basic configuration and one for the 
secure one.

The last category will explain in what configuration capabilities the firewall can be 
utilized. A brief summary of the ways the filtering works are also included. 

 4.1 Debian 4.0
Debian is one of the most stable Linux distributions and seamed to be a good choice to 
run a firewall on. In this distribution the firewall module is called Iptables. The 
installation of the system was made by a “net installation” and updated with all the latest 
stable patches.

 4.1.1 Performance
The performance test was made by letting Iperf create a UDP connection between the 
inside and the outside host with a constant speed of 30 Mbps and in the second test with a 
TCP connection running at full speed.  The CPU usage was then recorded by adding the 
“si” and “hi” CPU values found with the top command. These values represent the kernel 
usage that the firewall creates and is not so much affected by the application also running 
on the distribution. As the value recorded was not constant did the peak and low values 
represent the interval that was used by the firewall and these values are presented in 
Table 4. 

Type CPU Bandwidth

TCP 43-50 % 72 Mbps

TCP (safe) 43-55 % 72 Mbps

UDP 10-15 % 30 Mbps (Specified)

UDP (safe) 10-18 % 30 Mbps (Specified)
 Table 4 - Throughput and CPU usage in Debian
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 4.1.2 Access
HTTP/HTTPS
The system can be accessed by the HTTP or the HTTPS by using a third party application 
like Webmin. Webmin is an application that allows configuration of supported modules 
and one of them is Iptables. However by default there is no web based tools installed.

Telnet
There is an ability to install a telnet server to listen for incoming connections. This was 
however not installed by default. 

SSH  
There is the ability to install an SSH server, and this can be installed by default 
depending on what options that were selected at the system installation process.

SNMP
An SNMP server can be installed and thus there should be the possibility to configure the 
server by a SNMP based software.

Console
Direct access to the Iptables software console through a terminal window is enabled by 
default, but only available if root privileges are granted.

 4.1.3 Security
In these security tests Nmap and Nessus was used to scan both the inside network and the 
firewall itself for security holes and information.

Basic Configuration
When only the most necessary configurations to achieve basic connectivity is done, 
without the concern of security, several security issues was found, however most where 
only applications identified. When scanned by Nmap ports on the firewall and on the 
inside host was found, and there was enough information to guess the right operating 
systems. Other information that could be found was the MAC-Address of the NIC and 
the uptime of each system. A summary of the findings can be seen in table 5. The Nmap 
did only scan the first 15000 ports as those as the most likely to contain the interesting 
administrative services.  
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Debian 4.0 Inside Host

Open ports: 111, 113 80,135,139,445

Identity: Linux 2.6.17-22 Microsoft Windows Vista

Other Information: Uptime, MAC-Address Uptime, MAC-Address

Table 5 – Basic configuration / Nmap scan

The Nessus scan did reveal more information than Nmap about the running services 
running on both machines. In table 6 a summary of the information found is presented. 
As seen Nessus did scan all ports and several new ports on the internal machine was 
found. The firewall did however not reveal any new information. 

Debian 4.0 Inside Host

Open Ports 111, 113 80, 135, 137, 139, 445, 5357, 
49152, 49153, 49154, 49155, 
49156, 49157

Applications Ident
sunrpc

Microsoft-HTTPAPI/2.0
Apache/2.2.8 (Win32)
microsoft-ds
netbios-ns

Security Notes 4 15

Security Warnings 0 2

Security Holes 0 1
Table 6 – Basic configuration / Nessus scan

Security Configuration
To limit the access to the firewall only connections initiated by the firewall itself were 
allowed to pass through the firewall. This allowed updates to be downloaded and 
applications to connect without problems. NAT was also enabled so addresses on the 
local network could reach the outside. To secure this, only established connections were 
allowed to enter the NAT interface, and to be able to reach the internal web server a port 
forward was made on the firewall to allow HTTP traffic to the internal host. Other 
security features that had been enabled was the IDS application called “snort” which 
scanned for suspicious traffic and logged all matches to its detection rules.  

This time the inside host was not found with Nmap, but to try and access the inside 
anyway the -PN flag was added. As seen in table 7 most of the ports on the firewall have 
been filtered out, only the port forwarded is visible. The identification of the host have 
failed and the inside hosts identity is displayed on the firewall. The MAC-address is still 
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visible and so are the uptime, but the uptime is from the inside host rater then the firewall 
itself.

Debian 4.0 Inside Host

Open ports: 80 -

Identity: Windows Vista (97%) -

Other Information: Uptime(Inside host's)

MAC-Address

-

Table 7 – Security configuration / Nmap scan

The Nessus scan didn't reveal anything about the inner network either, however it still 
found some issues on the internal web server as seen in table 8. But all of these where 
Notes where configuration suggestions and no security holes. 

Debian 4.0 Inside Host

Open Ports 80 -
Applications Apache/2.2.8 (Win32) -
Security Notes 5 -

Security Warnings 0 -

Security Holes 0 -
Table 8 – Security configuration / Nessus scan

Poison ivy
In both the basic and the security configuration, a trojan installed on the internal host 
tried to establish a connection to the outside host. In each instance the trojan reached the 
outside without the firewall blocking or logging the packages.

IDS 

In the security configuration an IDS called snort was installed on the system. During the 
Nmap and Nessus scans it tried to identify any threats or scans. For the Nessus scan some 
packages was recognizable as suspicious, and all had to do with the HTTP-server checks.
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 4.1.4 Configuration
The configuration of the firewall revealed that the configuration could be very complex. 
Access-lists could be added on top of each other and packets could be filtered on a lot of 
different criteria [15]. The access-lists called “chains” could also be specified for 
incoming / forward or NAT. Packets could also be altered by a chain called “mangle” 
which allowed for advance packet management. The match criteria that could be found 
are as follows:

● Packet header information

- Source / Destination address

- Source / Destination ports

- Protocol type(TCP, UDP, ICMP.. )

- Flags in the header (syn, fin, etc... )

● Session Information

- States (New, related, established, invalid)

- States for TCP, UDP and ICMP

● Incoming/outgoing interface

 4.2 Mikrotik 2.9.26
The Mikrotik distribution builds on Linux but has been optimized by removing 
unnecessary packages and reconfigured to a customized command interface. The 
installation was made by burning the image to a CD and installing it on the computer. 
The installation is quite simple and the ability to specify what modules that should be 
installed is given.

 4.2.1 Performance
Mikrotik uses a web interface to provide information about the device so to acquire the 
CPU usage an update of the interface was done every 2 seconds. The device peak and 
low value was recorded while Iperf was used to create the traffic. In table 9 the 
information recorded is summarized.

During the UDP scan did we see a large difference in the CPU usage, however at most of 
the time the value where about 0%. Its also unknown how the update of the web page 
affected the CPU usage, however when no traffic where running the CPU usage 
displayed 0%.
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Type CPU Bandwidth

TCP 35-45 % 91,2 Mbps

TCP (safe) 35-55 % 89,2 Mbps

UDP 0-49 % 30 Mbps (Specified)

UDP (safe) 0-33 % 30 Mbps (Specified)
 Table 9 - Throughput and CPU usage in Mikrotik

 4.2.2 Access
HTTP/HTTPS
By default a web server is running with a management interface. It can be configured to 
use HTTPS if a valid certificate is generated, but by default it uses the HTTP protocol.

Telnet
The firewall listened on the telnet port. But this service can be disabled.

SSH  
An SSH server was installed and enabled by default.

SNMP
An SNMP server was installed, but not enabled by default. 

Console
By accessing the device locally a console based access was available, which also 
provided tools for more advanced configurations.

 4.2.3 Security
In the security test Nmap and Nessus was used once again to scan both the inside host 
and the firewall itself for security holes and information.

Basic Configuration
When the system was configured to provide a basic connectivity, Nmap found several 
ports open on both the inside host as well as on the firewall itself. For each open port, 
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Nmap displayed what application was running. Table 10 displays information about what 
ports were open and other information found by Nmap. The identification of each system 
also seamed to match what really was running on the computers.

Mikrotik Inside Host

Open ports: 21, 22, 23, 80, 1720, 2000, 3986 80,135,445

Identity: Linux 2.4.18 - 2.4.32 (likely 
embedded)

Microsoft Windows Vista

Other Information: Uptime, MAC-Address Uptime, MAC-Address

Table 10 – Basic configuration / Nmap scan

When Nessus was configured to scan the firewall as well as the inside host, it found a lot 
of ports open on both of them. Nessus did also find a lot of security issues on both of 
them. The security holes on the Mikrotik firewall where all about the SSH server running. 
Nessus complained of an old OpenSSH version and recommended an update. The other 
security notes pointed out that there where ports open and the applications running on 
them. A summary of the results can be seen in table 11.

Mikrotik Inside Host

Open Ports 21, 22, 23, 80, 1720, 2000, 3986, 
8291

80, 135, 445, 5357, 49152, 
49153, 49154, 49155, 49156, 
49157

Applications OpenSSH_2.3.0 
MikroTik FTP server 

Microsoft-HTTPAPI/2.0
Apache/2.2.8 (Win32)
microsoft-ds

Security Notes 9 13

Security Warnings 0 1

Security Holes 3 1
Table 11 – Basic configuration / Nessus scan

Security Configuration
In the security configuration the firewall was configured to protect itself and the inside 
host as well as provide NAT for the inside network, this was done by selecting three 
check boxes at the management web page. However port 80 had to be port forwarded and 
for that configuration the console was needed.

The Nmap didn't find any information about the internal network at all and very limited 
information about the firewall. Even if the port 80 was forwarded the scan didn't reveal 
anything. The only information found was the MAC-address of the firewalls NIC. A 
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summary of the result can be seen in table 12.

Mikrotik Inside Host

Open ports: - -

Identity: - -

Other Information: MAC-Address -

Table 12 – Security configuration / Nmap scan

Nessus didn't find any information about the firewall or the inside host at all. However 
the summary can be seen in table 13.

Mikrotik Inside Host

Open Ports - -
Applications - -
Security Notes - -

Security Warnings - -

Security Holes - -
Table 13 – Security configuration / Nessus scan

Poison ivy
In both the basic and the security configuration a trojan installed on the internal host tried 
to establish a connection to the outside host. In each instance the trojan reached the 
outside without the firewall blocking or logging the packages.
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 4.2.4 Configuration
The configuration abilities in Mikrotik depends on what interface is used configure the 
device. The web interface provides a very basic configuration which consists of three 
check boxes where selection of what devices to protect. By using the console or SSH 
connection a more advanced configuration can be made. There are several tools available 
to perform tests and to provide information about the network and the device itself. The 
configuration of filtering rules are much more advance in this mode as well. Filtering can 
be done on the following criteria when in the console mode:

● Packet header information

- Source / Destination address

- Source / Destination ports

- Protocol type(TCP, UDP, ICMP.. )

● Session Information

- States (established) on TCP

● Incoming /outgoing interface

 4.3 Windows 2003 R2 Sp1
From Microsoft we tested windows 2003 R2 server which is a whole server operating 
system and not just a firewall. One part of this operating system is a feature called 
“routing and remote access”, which provides the firewall and NAT capabilities. Windows 
is not free as the other distributions but with a school license Windows could be installed 
and tested.

 4.3.1 Performance
In Windows we only found one way to view the CPU usage, the “task manager”. It polled 
the CPU usage about every 500ms and graphed the result. However the task manager 
might cause some CPU usage itself so a benchmark of the idle usage was made. The 
values where not constant so the peaks and lows was recorded and is summarized in table 
14 with the corresponding bandwidth reported from Iperf.

Type CPU Bandwidth

TCP 95-100 % 77,4 Mbps

TCP (safe) 100 % 77,6 Mbps

UDP 25-40 % 30 Mbps (Specified)

UDP (safe) 25-40 % 30 Mbps (Specified)
Table 14 - Throughput and CPU usage in Windows 2003
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 4.3.2 Access 
Console
The only way found to configure the firewall where by using windows management 
console (MMC), and selecting “remote access and routing”. This console works like a 
graphical user interface for the configuration. This console can however be used to 
configure the device locally or by connecting remotely via another computer.

 4.3.3 Security
In these security test Nmap and Nessus was used to scan both the inside and the firewall 
itself for security holes and information.

Basic Configuration
When the basic configuration were used, Nmap only found information about the inside 
host. The only information about the firewall itself where the MAC address connected to 
the outside network. The test results from Nmap can be seen in table 15.

Windows 2003 R2 Sp1 Inside Host

Open ports: - 80,135,445

Identity: - Microsoft windows Vista

Other Information: MAC-Address Uptime, MAC-Address

Table 15 – Basic configuration / Nmap scan

The Nessus scan found a lot of ports open on the inside host, but only one on the firewall. 
The odd thing is that no FTP server was running on the Windows 2003 server machine. 
Nessus could not identify what application version was running on the port, only that the 
port was open. On the inside host all the default ports found where identified and several 
security issues about the apache server where reported. A summary of the results can be 
seen in table 16.
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Windows 2003 R2 Sp1 Inside Host

Open Ports 21 80, 135, 445, 5357, 49152, 
49153, 49154, 49155, 49156, 
49157

Applications - Microsoft-HTTPAPI/2.0
Apache/2.2.8 (Win32)
microsoft-ds

Security Notes 0 13

Security Warnings 0 1

Security Holes 0 1
Table 16 – Basic configuration / Nessus scan

Security Configuration
When the firewall had been security configured the tests were restarted. The firewall did 
now use NAT/PAT and made a port forward to the inside host on port 80. Incoming 
packages to the firewall was limited to already established connections. The Nmap scan 
could only find information about the firewall, but noting about the inside host. It found 
the uptime and identified the firewall as the inside host as well. The only port open now 
was the port 80 which used with port forward. A summary of the scan results can be seen 
in table 17. 

Windows 2003 R2 Sp1 Inside Host

Open ports: 80 -

Identity: Microsoft Windows Vista -

Other Information: Uptime, MAC-Address -

Table 17 – Security configuration / Nmap scan
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The Nessus scan found some security issues with the apache server, but noting on the 
firewall itself. The odd port 21 that showed in the basic configuration was now filtered 
and not found. A summary can be found in table 18.

Windows 2003 R2 Sp1 Inside Host

Open Ports 80 -
Applications Apache httpd 2.2.8 -
Security Notes 5 -

Security Warnings 0 -

Security Holes 0 -
Table 18 – Security configuration / Nessus scan

Poison ivy
In both the basic and the security configuration a trojan was installed on the internal host 
which tried to establish a connection to the outside host. In each instance the trojan 
reached the outside without the firewall blocking or logging the packages.

IDS
In the security configuration an IDS was installed to inspect traffic forwarded and 
packages incoming towards the firewall itself. The IDS used was named Snort and was 
updated to the latest version and with the latest detection rules. It was configured to log 
all suspicious activity as well. Most packages were captured during Nessus vulnerability 
scan when almost 7000 lines were recorded.

 4.3.4 Configuration
The Windows 2003 configuration interface consists of a GUI controlled by Windows 
MMC. Configuration is made by simply selecting the check boxes for predefined rules. 
Custom rules can also be configured but only to deny or allow and does not allow 
combinations of them. The filtering options on the rules are further limited as only the 
basic options are available. The NAT configuration does also consist of check boxes, 
predefined ports are mapped by adding the internal IP address in a field.

 4.4 Cisco 2801 router
The Cisco 2801 is a router that both have the routing abilities as well as the ability to act 
as a firewall. This is a network device made for handling packets, however its main 
purpose is to route traffic and not to act like a firewall as the ASA 5510 is. On this device 
there is an IOS which can be change depending on what functionality is needed. 
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 4.4.1 Performance
To gather information about the current CPU usage in the router, it was necessary to use 
the web to monitor the router since there were no obvious commands in the console to 
show the current CPU usage. For each part of the test, Iperf was running for two minutes. 
A summary of the results can be seen in Table 19.
Type CPU Throughput
TCP 88 % 92.7 Mbps
TCP (Secured) 98 % 86.3 Mbps
UDP 28 % 30 Mbps (Specified)
UDP (Secured) 32 % 30 Mbps (Specified)
Table 19 – 2801 Router performance test

 4.4.2 Access
HTTP/HTTPS
Web access to the router is by default enabled. The web access can be turned off when 
using the console, or switched from http to https if needed.

Telnet
Telnet is by default turned off, but can be configured in the console to be open for outside 
connections. 

SSH
SSH is by default turned off, but can be configured in the console to be open for outside 
connections. 

SNMP
Snmp can be used to configure and gather information about the router but is by default 
turned off.

Console
To access the router by console a cable is required. The console cable connects the router 
to a computer using a COM-port on the computer and a RJ45 outlet on the router.

 4.4.3 Security
Basic configuration
Nmap found port 80 open, the MAC-address of the router and what IOS was currently 
running. It did also identify the router as a router and gave information about what model 
the router could be. The scan on the inside host showed three open ports, port 80, 135 and 
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445. Nmap identified the operating system on the inside as Microsoft Windows Vista 
which is correct, and displayed the uptime of the inside host as well. A summary of the 
result can be seen in table 20.

2801 Router Inside host
Open ports 80 80, 135, 445
Identity Cisco 837, 850-series, 870, 2600, 

2800, or 7000-series router (IOS 
12.4)

Microsoft Windows Vista

Other MAC-address Uptime
Table 20 – Nmap scan basic configuration on 2801 router

Nessus found port 80 open in the router with two security notes about it. On the inside 
host Nessus found ten open ports. On those ten open ports Nessus displayed information 
notes on nine of them and one warning and one hole for the last open port. The results are 
presented in table 21.

2801 Router Inside host
Open ports 80 80, 135, 445, 5357, 49152, 

49153, 49154, 49155, 49156, 
49157

Applications/Services Web server, cisco-IOS Web server, Microsoft-
HTTPAPI/2.0,  Apache/2.2.8 
(Win32), CIFS, DCE

Security notes 2 15
Security warnings 0 1
Security holes 0 1
Table 21 – Nessus scan basic configuration on 2801 router

Security configuration
With security configuration on the router Nmap found port 80 open with an Apache httpd 
server running on a Windows 32 bit system. It guessed that the operating system on the 
router should be Microsoft Windows Vista and identified the NIC MAC-address. Nmap 
found an uptime on the router but this was the uptime of the inside host which is running 
the Apache server. The scan of the inside host didn't display any information about the 
inside host. The results can be seen in table 22.

2801 Router Inside host
Open ports 80 -
Identity Microsoft Windows Vista -
Other MAC-address, Uptime -
Table 22 – Nmap scan security configuration on 2801 router
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The Nessus scan on the router showed that port 80 was open with an Apache web server 
running on it. Nessus gave five security notes about the web server. The Nessus scan of 
the inside didn’t display any information. A summary can be seen in table 23.

2801 Router Inside host
Open ports 80 -
Applications/Services Apache/2.2.8 (Win32) -
Security notes 5 -
Security warnings 0 -
Security holes 0 -
Table 23 – Nessus security configuration on 2801 Router

Poison Ivy
Poison Ivy managed to get through the firewall when both basic configured and security 
configured.

 4.4.4 Configuration
The access-lists are created in global configuration mode and are assigned to interfaces. 
The interfaces can have access-lists assigned to them on both inbound and outbound 
traffic. The access lists have several options when it comes to filtering like:

● Source / destination address / subnet
● Source / destination port
● Transport protocol
● Connection state if TCP

 4.5 Cisco ASA 5510
This is a device designed to act as firewall, and thus should provide an insight into the 
difference between a hardware and software firewall. The ASA 5510 is a 1U unit with the 
ability to be mounted into a rack.

 4.5.1 Performance
The throughput performance for the Asa 5510 can be found in table 24. To show how 
much CPU was used when Iperf was generating traffic from the inside to the outside, the 
command “show cpu” was issued in the console. When issuing the “show cpu” command 
the firewall displayed CPU usage for the latest 5 seconds, the latest minute and the latest 
five minutes. Performance test time was two minutes per part of the test.
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Type CPU Throughput
TCP 5 % 93.6 Mbps
TCP (Secured) 5 % 93.7 Mbps
UDP 1 % 30 Mbps (Specified)
UDP (Secured) 1 % 30 Mbps (Specified)
Table 24 – Asa 5510 performance test

 4.5.2 Access
HTTP/HTTPS
Cisco uses Cisco Security Device Manager (SDM) to configure the firewall via the web. 
The firewall is accessible by both HTTP and https using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). 

Telnet
Telnet is by default turned off, but it can be configured in the console to be open for 
outside connections. 

SSH
SSH is by default turned off, but it can be configured in the console to be open for 
outside connections.

SNMP
SNMP can be used to configure and gather information about the firewall.

Console
To access the firewall by console a cable is required. The console cable connects the 
firewall to a computer using a COM-port on the computer and a RJ45 outlet on the 
firewall.

 4.5.3 Security
Basic configuration
Nmap only found a MAC-address when scanning the firewall and identified it as an 
unspecified Cisco device. When scanning the inside Nmap didn't find anything about that 
device. The result can be seen in table 25.
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Asa 5510 Inside host
Open ports - -
Identity Unknown Unknown
Other MAC-address -
Table 25 – Nmap scan basic configuration on Asa 5510

Nessus didn't find anything about either the firewall or the inside device. The results are 
presented in table 26.

Asa 5510 Inside host
Open ports - -
Applications/Services - -
Security notes - -
Security warnings - -
Security holes - -
Table 26 – Nessus scan basic configuration on Asa 5510

Security configuration
Nmap found the MAC-address of the firewall and in addition it also found port 80 as an 
open port with an Apache httpd server running on a Windows 32 bit system. Nmap 
guessed the operating system to be FreeBSD 6.X but with a low probability. It did also 
discover an uptime on the scanned device, this uptime however was the inside device's 
uptime, not the firewalls. The Nmap scan on the inside device didn't find anything. The 
result can be seen in table 27.

Asa 5510 Inside host
Open ports 80 -
Identity Free BSD 6.X Unknown
Other MAC-address -
Table 27 – Nmap scan security configuration on Asa 5510

Nessus found the Apache web server when scanning the firewall. Nessus had five 
security notes about the Apache web server. When the inside was scanned, Nessus didn't 
find anything. The summary of the results can be found in table 28.
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Asa 5510 Inside host
Open ports 80 -
Applications/Services Apache/2.2.8 (Win32) -
Security notes 5 -
Security warnings 0 -
Security holes 0 -
Table 28 – Nessus security configuration on Asa 5510

Poison Ivy
Poison Ivy managed to get through the firewall when both basic configured and security 
configured.

 4.5.4 Configuration
The Asa 5510 has the ability to have its interfaces configured with vlan and sub 
interfaces. To configure Intrusion Detection System or Intrusion Prevention System on 
the firewall, a certain IOS with that feature is required. Access-lists are configured 
separate for each interface and whether it’s inbound or outbound traffic. The access lists 
have several options when it comes to filtering like:

● Source / destination address / subnet
● Source / destination port
● Transport protocol
● Connection state if TCP
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 4.6 Result summary
In table 29 different access possibilities of the firewalls are compared. The one that 
stands out is the Windows firewall with only the Windows MMC console to access the 
configuration. The Debian distribution is able to download third party applications 
allowing other ways of configuring the firewall. The Mikrotik and Cisco devices seamed 
to have similar accessibilities.

Http Https Telnet SSH SNMP Console Other

Debian 4.0 Yes* Yes* Yes Yes Yes Yes -

Mikrotik 2.9.18 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes - 

Windows 2003 R2 No No No No No Yes MMC

Cisco 2801 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes -

Cisco ASA 5510 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes -

* - Third party applications
Table 29 – Access comparison

Table 30 shows the differences between the various distributions of TCP performances. 
The table displays how the CPU usage alters between the different distributions, as does 
the throughput. The Cisco ASA 5510 device really shows its performance compared to 
the other devices. 

TCP-Std TCP –CPU TCP-Safe TCP-Safe CPU

Debian 4.0 72 Mbps 43-50 % 72 Mbps 43-55 %

Mikrotik 2.9.18 91,2 Mbps 35-45 % 89,2 Mbps 35-55 %

Windows 2003 R2 77,4  Mbps 95-100 % 77,6 Mbps 100 %

Cisco 2801 92,7 Mbps 88 % 86,3 Mbps 98 %

Cisco ASA 5510 93,6 Mbps 5 % 93,7 Mbps 5 %
Table 30 – Performance comparison TCP

A visual representation of the results of the TCP throughput is found in diagram 1. The 
blue colored value represents the achieved speed with the basic configuration while the 
red colored values are the security configured results. The Cisco ASA, Debian and 
Windows 2003 server firewalls seam to be the most stable in speed. Only small 
differences are detected. 
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Diagram 1 - TCP Throughput

The CPU usage of the basic configured firewalls is visualized represented in Diagram 2. 
The Window 2003 and Cisco 2801 router are clearly the ones that need most CPU for 
handling the throughput. The Cisco ASA device is once again seen with the lowest CPU 
values.

Diagram 2 - TCP (Standard) CPU usage
Diagram 3 displays the CPU values for the secure configuration. If compared to the basic 
configured test results in Diagram 2, a small increase in CPU usage can be seen for most 
of the devices.
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Diagram 3 - TCP (Security) CPU usage

The UDP protocol was another aspect of the test as it is a much simpler protocol 
compared to the TCP protocol and may therefore result in a different load for the 
firewalls. As shown in table 31 the CPU usage is lower than the for TCP tests. However, 
it should be pointed out that these tests was intended for 30Mbps and not for the 
maximum as the TCP test were. Once again the ASA device is proved to have a much 
lower CPU usage then the other firewalls. The Mikrotik distribution displayed a very 
large CPU difference between the peaks and lows. Furthermore, the value on the 
Mikrotik firewall seamed lower when security configured, whereas all other distributions 
seams to have an increased CPU usage. 

UDP-Std UDP – CPU UDP-Safe UDP-Safe 
CPU

Debian 4.0 30 Mbps 10-15 %  30 Mbps 10-18 %

Mikrotik 2.9.18 30 Mbps 0-49 % 30 Mbps 0-33 %

Windows 2003 
R2

30 Mbps 25-40 % 30 Mbps 25-40 %

Cisco 2801 30 Mbps 28 % 30 Mbps 30 %

Cisco ASA 5510 30 Mbps 1 % 30 Mbps 1 %
Table 31 – Performance comparison UDP

A visual representation of Table 31 and the basic configured tests results can be seen in 
Diagram 4. The Mikrotik distribution's large CPU usage is displayed here. Even if it had 
a larger maximum value did it also have a lower minimum value then all the other 
firewalls.  
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Diagram 4 - UDP (Standard) Performance

A visual representation of Table 31 and the security configured tests results are displayed 
in Diagram 5. Compared to the results in Diagram 4 there is not a big difference in the 
results.

Diagram 5 - UDP (Security) Performance
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 5 Discussion and Analysis
When comparing the firewalls results of the performance part of the test it is obvious that 
there are big differences in the ability to filter and route network traffic. The firewall that 
really stands out of the mass in this test is the Cisco Asa 5510 firewall with its very high 
throughput and very low CPU usage. Although this was expected, the big difference from 
all the other firewalls was still surprising. The overall good results from the firewalls not 
run on the computer are probably due to the firewalls' hardware being built more or less 
for networking only whereas the computers hardware should be able to handle all kinds 
of operations and is not especially intended for networking in the same way the Cisco 
devices are. The Cisco 2801 Router is built for routing traffic and should perform well in 
this test. This router had a good throughput but the CPU usage was very high. This was a 
bit unexpected and unfortunately we lack information about the CPU speed of a Cisco 
2801. Since we had to use the web access to get the CPU usage on the router we first 
expected it to use a lot of CPU, but this was ruled out seeming that the CPU usage was 
close to zero when there was no traffic passing through. The performance results of the 
firewalls running on the computer were less surprising, Mikrotik had the best throughput 
combined with the best CPU values and this was quite expected since its main task is to 
act as firewall and route traffic. Previous experience, having used Windows operating 
systems for several years, when the Windows CPU peaked at 100% when running the 
TCP test, was less surprising. The throughput from the Debian tests was expected reach 
more than the 72 Mbps it performed in the TCP test.

The possibilities to access and configure the firewalls were numerous for most of the 
firewalls, whereas the Windows only had a few options. When configuring a firewall an 
estimate would be that only one of the options to access the firewall will be used and the 
rest would be closed for security reasons. The choice of access is up to the administrator 
and his abilities to configure the firewall, but it might be recommended to use SSH 
instead of Telnet and HTTPS instead of HTTP from a security perspective. 

The security part of the test showed the biggest differences between the firewalls when 
they were only basic configured. This is because the default configuration differs slightly 
between the firewalls. As an example, the Cisco Asa 5510 starts with everything closed 
even when the interfaces are configured with IP addresses and thus everything that needs 
to be passed through the firewall must be opened up. On the other end of the scale there 
is the Cisco 2801 router, mainly built for routing with the IP addresses configured, there 
is nothing blocking the traffic by default. Instead everything that should be blocked must 
be closed in the firewall. The Asa and the 2801 differs a lot in that aspect, whereas the 
remaining three firewalls are quite similar to the 2801 with everything open at first and 
you must close the things you want blocked. The Windows firewall had similarities to the 
Asa 5510 in the matter that it by default blocked every packet designated to the firewall, 
but the inside was wide open and not filtered at all it seems. Regarding the security 
configured part of the test, the firewalls generally fulfilled their tasks. The inside was 
protected and could not be reached due to NAT and the only open port in the firewalls 
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was port 80 which was forwarded to the inside hosts web server. The only firewall that 
showed no open ports at all when security configured was a bit surprisingly the Mikrotik. 
It is uncertain why the scanners did not find port 80 when it was open since we could 
access it with a web browser. When the inside host was scanned the purpose was not to 
reveal what security notes or holes were present, but to find out if the firewall stopped the 
outside from gathering information about the inside network. Therefore, any specific 
security vulnerabilities found on the inside were irrelevant. 

Mikrotik was new to us and the only firewall which we had not previously configured or 
used before starting on this project. Its similarities with both Linux Iptables and Cisco 
Asa IOS regarding configuration made it quite easy to use despite our lack of earlier 
experience. The configurations of the Windows firewall and the Cisco devices was 
smooth and did not present any major problems although when configuring Debian we 
ran into some unexpected problems with the NAT. Since the outside host uses the 
firewall as its default gateway it sent packages for the inside network to the firewall 
which routed to the inside. In reality, this wouldn't have happened as private addresses 
are not routed across the Internet. This issue was solved when the problem was found. 
Furthermore, configuration of the Debian firewall can be very complex, with the many 
options for adjustment of filtering in the firewall, making it difficult for beginners to 
configure.
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 6 Conclusion
The results show some obvious differences between the firewall. There is probably 
different use for each of the firewalls in this project. Starting with the three firewalls run 
on the computer, some advantages of using these are that this is a very cost efficient 
alternative, as the computers in this project was quite old with no great hardware 
specifications and still managed to get good results. A computer like this can be obtained 
at a very low cost. The company or organization might even have old computers not 
being used for anything specific that might be used as a firewall. Another benefit with the 
Linux distributions is that they are completely free of charge, which makes them even 
more cost efficient. Windows costs some money but it is not that much compared to what 
an Asa 5510 or similar. Most companies probably have no need for a throughput of over 
100 Mbps unless there is a lot of media uploaded from the company/organization, a very 
large company/organization or similar the throughput needs will probably be met with an 
ordinary computer acting as a firewall. If the company/organization already has routers 
like the Cisco 2801 but has not configured the routers for firewall use, it might be a good 
idea to do this.

The big differences in security between the firewalls was particularly when they were 
basic configured. When being security configured the firewalls met the expectations and 
demands of protection of itself and the inside network. It's probably what's on the inside 
that is going have a big influence in deciding whether a real hardware firewall is 
necessary or if other options are available. For companies/organizations where the 
contents on the inside is less sensitive or valuable or if the risk to be attacked is 
considered low it might be smarter to use a solution with lower costs. One disadvantage 
with using the software firewalls is that the vulnerabilities that exists for each operating 
system might compromise the security, especially with Windows which security isn't 
necessarily worse than Linux but since it's so very common and widely used most 
exploits and similar are made for Windows operating systems. As a part of the security 
tests, the trojan horse named Poison Ivy was used. We did not expect the firewalls to 
block this traffic since detecting and removing trojan horses are tasks for anti virus 
programs. The reason for doing the Poison Ivy tests was to show that firewalls does not 
protect against everything and we wanted to know if any firewall was able to detect it.

The weakness in the comparison of configuration between the firewalls is that we had 
different amounts of experience and knowledge about the configuration of the firewalls 
when we started this project. Mikrotik was completely new to us but we had taken several 
Cisco courses before this project and were quite comfortable with configuring the Cisco 
devices, how to configure Iptables in Linux has been included in a course we have taken 
as well, this might have affected our abilities to configure the firewalls. Since a properly 
configured firewall is very important it's probably wise to choose a firewall where you 
have the knowledge and experience to configure one properly. It doesn't matter if you get 
for example a Cisco ASA firewall which quite expensive compared to the other firewalls 
compared in this project, if its not properly configured it won't secure the inside network 
anyway and might cause other network related issues.
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To sum things up, it is very individual what firewall is the best choice for each 
company/organization, there is no firewall which is the best everywhere, each firewall 
has its strengths and weaknesses and suits different situations better or worse. Even 
though we have very limited experience of working with firewalls and networks in the 
real world we are guessing that some companies might have put too much money into 
firewalls when there is more cost efficient ways to secure the inside network with 
software based firewalls. Since we have very limited experience this is of course a quite 
uncertain assumption but we think the usage of a software based firewall is 
underestimated as it according to our tests performs well. 

 6.1 Recommendations for future work
This is far from all the firewalls available and testing other firewalls than the firewalls 
used in this project and it might be interesting to test other firewalls not included in this 
project. The security part of the test can give a more accurate picture with real attacks 
against the firewalls. This does however require a great deal of knowledge about 
intrusion and exploiting of systems.
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